
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Wed. 13 July 2022

Compiled Wed. 13 July 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret,
Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty

two multiple personalities.”

NWO Depopulation Agenda:

"500,000 Americans Have Died After Being Vaccinated”

"Why would you tell people to take a vaccine that so far has killed hundreds of thousands of
people just in this country? In the past, if a vaccine killed 50 people, they would pull the vaccine.
That'd be the end of it. This has killed hundreds of thousands of people, and they keep promoting

it. They keep calling it safe; they keep calling it effective."… Dr. Russell Blaylock

The Gift of Gratitude

November 22, 2020 - #4758 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org)

Gratitude, like love, is self-perpetuating – it grows as we express it. We might express our thanks
in prayer, in a journal entry, or in a letter. Perhaps an even better way is to share our blessings,
to give someone else something to be grateful for. This is how gratitude changes the world – it

starts by changing our hearts.

Judy Note:

A. Global Currency Reset:

On Tues. 12 July I personally received the following Intel from certain Tier 3 Bond Holders:

● Banks like Chase, Bank of America and Wells Fargo have "Back Wall Accounts" that
were only transparent to the depositors, which in this case was the Chinese Elders.

● In the past the banks have been working with the Black Hat Militaries to "steal" from
the Trusts. For instance, under the old system the bank could lend out say 500 million
dollars overnight and get 1000 million back the next day. The Black Hats really didn't
deplete the Bank’s Back Wall Accounts, they just used them for their own gains.

● Recently Bankers were told they would be executed if they didn't open up those Back
Wall Accounts to only be used for humanitarian purposes. So now those accounts were
open. In fact, all the banks were now opened, from China, to Europe, to America.

● Two managers of the Rodriguez Trust said it would go within days.
● The Trustee of the St. Jermaine Trust has already released money to certain accounts.
● Bond Holders have been told funds would be released almost immediately.

https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/november-22-2020-4758-music-and-the-spoken-word.html


● Certain Bond Holders already had monies sitting in their account, but would have to
wait 24 hours before using it. Some were told those monies would be Liquid either Wed.
13 July or Thurs. 14 July.

● Tues. 12 July Bruce: Bond Holders have started being paid in the last couple of days.
There are about 20,000 Bond Holders. About 20% have received monies in their
accounts. They are paying from the smallest accounts up to the largest accounts. All
Bond Holders will be paid over the next three weeks.The Bond Holders will begin having
have access to their money on Wed. 13 July 2022.

● Tues. 12 July Bruce: Tier 4B should receive notification within the next couple of
days, with exchanges to start on Thurs. 14 July or Fri. 15 July.

● Sat. 9 July Fleming: Dinar may not happen until Wed. 13 July, or closer to Fri. 15
July.

● Coach Jerry: “I'm estimating that the ‘Great Reveal’ Mass Military Action, coupled
with us being at our appointments, will happen between now & Sat. 30 July.”

● Reminder: No one, and I mean Absolutely No One knows the exact time and date that
the Global Currency Reset would be finalized, with codes entered for notification of Tier
4B (us, the Internet Group) to set redemption/ exchange appointments – it dependent
upon an earth shattering Event such as a global financial crash. The exact time would be
decided by the Military out of calculations of their Quantum Computer and based upon
concerns for safety of The People. Trust the Plan.

B. Tues. 12 July 2022 The Big Call, Bruce: Thebigcall.net 667-770-1866 pin123456#

● Tues. 12 July Bruce: Bond Holders have started being paid in the last couple of days.
There are about 20,000 Bond Holders. About 20% have received monies in their
accounts. They are paying from the smallest accounts up to the largest accounts. All
Bond Holders will be paid over the next three weeks.The Bond Holders will begin having
have access to their money on Wed. 13 July 2022.

● Tues. 12 July Bruce: Tier 4B should receive notification within the next couple of
days, with exchanges to start on Thurs. 14 July or Fri. 15 July.

● Zim Holders will sign a  1 ½ page NDA. Can’t talk about the appointment, Redemption
Center or Bank.

C.GCR Recent History:
● On Sun. 26 June the Iraqi Dinar was connected to the Quantum Financial System and

began trading on Forex Back Screens.
● On Tues. 28 June Putin announced the BRICS Countries were establishing a Global

Currency Reset.
● Since Sun. night 3 July the approximate 140 countries that have asset-backed

currencies have been trading on the Market.
● At 1 am EST Mon. 4 July: The Fed lost it’s charter to print money in 2012, and they

received a ten year extension that ended July 4 2022. Stock Market Crash predicted.

http://www.thebigcall.net/


https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/082515/who-decides-when-print-money-us.as
p

● The Chinese Elders have apologized for the delay in completing the Global Currency
Reset saying, “The leadership just needed more time.”

D. Restored Republic:

● “Isn’t it INCREDIBLE that the people who Cheated, Rigged, and Stole the 2020
Presidential Election, for which there is massive and incontestable evidence and proof
(and now even the Wisconsin Supreme Court has ruled that Ballot Boxes, which are
impossible to control & easy to cheat with, are ILLEGAL!), are totally protected from
harm (the FIX is in!), and the people that caught them cheating are being investigated.
Someday soon this will change, or we won’t have a Country anymore!” …John F.
Kennedy Jr.

● We have the Servers. We have it all. Backup DNC server was in Ukraine & THAT'S
why the democrats panicked when Trump placed the call to President Zelenskiy of
Ukraine on the EXACT same server? That would explain why dems pushed for
impeachment & demanded to have the server & Trump basically responded, F**k off -
You can have the transcripts ONLY. The servers ALSO had the location of CIA asset Tim
Osman aka Osama bin Laden.

● Crazy how the soccer ball Putin handed off to Trump had the EXACT same pattern as
General Flynn's Digital Soldiers meme. Putin served it to Trump - The ball is in your
court. Soccer Serve(r) "We have it all." ~Q

E. Real News Headlines for Tues. 12 July 2022:

● On July 18 2022 Trains could stop running in the US because of an absolutely
crippling national railroad strike.
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/trains-could-stop-running-us-literally-one-week-n
ow

● DUMBS in Rome on fire, David Mahoney Discusses Latest Updates with Nicholas
Veniamin: https://youtu.be/B6GwdktaRzI

● China banking collapse underway right now.
● Deep State Begins to Fall as PMs of Sri Lanka, UK, France Resign.
● Europe was in full collapse as markets crash and small banks close, while the

Mainstream Media begins to report on a Global Recession.
● Militaries Positioning worldwide, Russia & China amassing troops in Central & South

America.
● Worldwide food shortages loom: Eugenicists and Gates buying up US farm land to

destroy it, Nanotech in soil, 102 major fires destroy food industry facilities. Trudeau's
nitrogen policy will decimate Canadian farming, as it has in the Netherlands. US

https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/082515/who-decides-when-print-money-us.asp
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livestock producers now just days away from running out of animal feed due to supply
chain disruptions.

● Georgia Guide Stones, Vatican Obelisk destroyed.
● Former Chancellor of Germany Angela Merkel is Hitler’s Daughter , while Barak

Obama is Hitler’s Grandson.
● Assassination of Prime Minister of Japan who exposed the truth of Fukushima Event

and planned invasion of China.
● Bush Clan executed, Klaus Nazi Schwab set for execution.
● Hugh Hefner’s Playboy Mansion in LA was a CIA and Mossad Institution.
● “My Dad Joe Biden Is a Pedophile” …Hunter Biden

https://newspunch.com/hunter-biden-bombshell-my-dad-joe-is-a-pedophile/
● Corrupt US Court System locally to nationally Exposed in Ken and Barbie vs.

Goliath IRS Case: Update Ken and Barbie vs. Goliath IRS: The Good, Bad and GREAT
News! | Crime All-Stars | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)

F. Martial Law

● In Jan. 2021 President Trump signed the 1807 Insurrection Act that brought the US
under Martial Law due to foreign interference in the 2020 Election.

● The 1807 Act stipulated that during Martial Law the US Military would inaugurate a US
President every three months until Martial Law ended with a new election.

● Donald Trump actually won the 2020 Election by an over 80% margin and in every
state, as was determined through the Military counting of official Watermarked Ballots.
The Military has looked to Trump for direction ever since. See this 29 Jan. 2021 article:
US Under Military Law, Congress Arrested, War With CCP Won and No One Knows It |
Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)

● That new election would be held within four months after Martial Law was disclosed
to the general public – which has yet to occur, though the announcement was expected
shortly.

G. Globalist Agenda:

● On the Clock means that they will be shutting down Social Media, then the Internet via
flooding the net with evidence, then Cyber Attacks & a fake Nuclear Scare Event before
we go to EBS. We get the new Quantum Internet. This current internet will be wiped. All
ties back to 1871 Act of England reversal & Operation Mockingbird. …Whiplash347

● Globalist agenda: Wars, famine and digitization to pave way for Great Reset:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-07-08-globalist-agenda-wars-famine-digitization-gre
at-reset.html

● Amazon, Bill Gates, China buying up land all over the US in run up to Great Reset
agenda:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-07-08-amazon-bill-gates-china-buying-us-lands.html
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● It took the Russian war in Ukraine to expose the scam of “green” energy:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-07-10-russian-war-ukraine-exposed-scam-green-ener
gy.html

H. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring:

● Don’t Forget the Children “The Full Moon Show”: IN THE STORM NEWS 'THE
FULL MOON SHOW' ON CHILD TRAFFICKING A VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF
THE FULL SHOW (rumble.com)

● Conspiracy of Silence: Conspiracy Of Silence (Banned Documentary) The Child Sex
Ring That Reached Bush/Reagan Whitehouse (rumble.com)

● Hugh Hefner’s Playboy Mansion in LA was a CIA and Mossad Institution that
housed underground tunnels connected to other locations including the Getty Museum. It
was part of a Child Sex Pedophilia Ring, Hollywood Pedowood and Adrenochrome
Junkies. Hefner was CIA/ Mossad Agent along with Epstein from the 70s to his death. He
was used as a Honey Pot to trap people.

● “The Full Moon Show”: Child Sex Trafficking, Southern Border, The Evergreen,
CERN, Walmart, New World Order, DUMBS, Playboy, Trump on Child Sex
Trafficking, the torture of children, Epstein Island:
https://rumble.com/v145e5v-in-the-storm-news-the-full-moon-show-on-child-trafficking-
a-very-small-samp.html

● BQQQQQQQM: Top people of this horrendous child satanic ritual cult as they call
her the Queen Priestess is Oprah Winfrey, followed by Ladyboy Gaga, Katy Perry,
Christy Tiegen, Laura Prepon and the top men…get ready for the shock wave… Robert
Deniro, Kevin Spacey, Will Ferrell, Johnny Depp, Seth Green and 90% of Hollywood
and the music industry.

● Michael Jackson was going to expose them at his upcoming concert called “This Is It “
and when he was talking about the concert tour he said "The Best Is Yet To Come."  We
all know who's favorite quote that is! So they framed him for child molestation and made
several assassination attempts on his life. He had no choice but to fake his death. Then
there were two best friends who were going to do the same thing and both had apparent
suicides Chester Bennington and Chris Cornell. I believe they are now in witness
protection.

● This goes sooooooo deep and up there with Oprah is Killary Clinton.

I. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages:

● Livestock producers now just DAYS away from running out of animal feed due to
supply chain disruptions:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-07-08-livestock-producers-running-out-animal-feed-
collapse.html

● Canada: Trudeau's nitrogen policy will decimate Canadian farming - The Counter Signal
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Much like in the Netherlands, Justin Trudeau is bringing in a nitrogen emissions cap that
will absolutely decimate Canadian farming.

● Italy: Precarious social health workers storm the municipality in La Spezia after the
mayor refused to meet them: "I have no money to buy bread, what is my daughter eating
tonight?" In Italy, politicians earn $10,000 a month while many citizens do not have $ to
buy bread.

J. 2020 Election Fraud:

● Wisconsin Supreme Court: Ballot Drop Boxes Are Illegal. Drop boxes that enable
people to drop off ballots cast by themselves and others are illegal under Wisconsin:
https://breakingheadlines.news/VcaCOj

● Isn’t it INCREDIBLE that the people who Cheated, Rigged, and Stole the 2020
Presidential Election, for which there is massive and incontestable evidence and proof
(and now even the Wisconsin Supreme Court just ruled that Ballot Boxes, which are
impossible to control & easy to cheat with, are ILLEGAL!), are totally protected from
harm (the FIX is in!), and the people that caught them cheating are being investigated.
Someday soon this will change, or we won’t have a Country anymore! …Donald Trump

● Florida Governor Ron DeSantis: “We have taken action to protect the integrity of our
elections by making ballot harvesting a felony, strengthening voter ID, eliminating drop
boxes, and banning Zuckerbucks.”

K. Global Financial Crisis:

● Euro falls to dollar parity for first time in almost 20 years.
● JPMorgan manipulated gold and silver markets for the benefit of the bank and its

prized clients for years, a federal prosecutor told jurors in Chicago.
https://www.disclose.tv/id/1545672613116116992/

● The Money Market was being robbed by Elites across the world who know the Global
Financial Collapse was imminent.

● Ex-Goldman banker Roger Ng was convicted in U.S. court in 1MDB case, the largest
heist in history in the world. Ng financed wild parties and movies, including The Wolf of
Wall Street and several other Hollywood films. Ng stole the money from the Malaysian
people who were funding the 1MBD. A trail of the Money and more indictments was
incoming. Reliable inside sources say Roger Ng 1MDB scandal is reaching the shores of
several countries from Virgin Islands, Delaware (US) to Germany and the EU. The
corruption of hidden Shell companies and investment firms are under investigation and
sealed indictments in many countries being served.

● Across the world in almost every country Elites and politicians are dumping Stock.
They seem not to care of INSIDER trade laws and prosecution as the normal FIAT
system will not return.

● Even Pelosi was dumping her stock. Soros organizations were dumping millions.

https://breakingheadlines.news/VcaCOj
https://www.disclose.tv/id/1545672613116116992/


● Military Intelligence and White Hats were watching and recording everything.
● U.S. Treasury research concludes that "a well-designed central bank digital currency

(CBDC) may decrease rather than increase financial fragility."
https://www.financialresearch.gov/working-papers/2022/07/11/central-bank-digital-curre
ncy/

L. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ Vax Hoax:

● Brazil: Demonstration showed detection of undeclared grafenoxide in the "vaccine" of
Pfizer Biontech.

● Hillary Clinton, the DNC + Houston billionaire couple are all linked to funding a
corrupt bid rigging scheme for a multi-million dollar public health contract
promoting vaccines, etc. A Houston Judge + her staff expected to be indicted soon.

● “The Israeli MOH is hiding a study it conducted, showing a 2-4 times higher rate of
#adverse events reports following #Pfizer #COVID vaccine in #kids aged 5-11 vs ages
12-17.”
https://rtmag.co.il/english/the-israeli-moh-is-hiding-serious-findings-from-a-study-it-con
ducted-on-pfizer-covid-vaccine,-showing-a-2-4-times-higher-rate-of-adverse-events-in-c
hildren-aged-5-11-vs-ages-12-17

● VIRUS MANIA PART I: The FRAUD of Louis Pasteur and the entirely CORRUPT
history of virology:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-07-10-the-fraud-of-louis-pasteur-and-corrupt-history-
of-virology-part-i.html

● "Uninformed Consent" trailer Dr. Malone "we are in the midst of the largest
human experiment in history." How can doctors be so sure they are safe over the
long-term since they are novel EUA with no long-term follow up studies?

● Nearly 1 in 4 police officers in San Diego QUIT due to Covid vaccine mandates:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-07-10-police-officers-quit-covid-vaccine-mandates.ht
ml

● The W.H.O Treaty for plandemics is to take the power of what is left of sovereign
countries and transfer it to the W.H.O = world government

● 7 times Wimbledon Champion Novak Djokovic has reaffirmed his anti-vax stance.
● Pfizer Vaccine Impairs Sperm Count. Conspiracy Theorists Were Right!!

M. Global Riots and Protests:

● Holland: A tractor convoy is proceeding through the village of Marum as Dutch
farmers continue their ongoing protests against the government imposing progressive
climate policies on farmers.

N. The Real News for Tues. 12 July 2022:
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● Ancient Superhighways: 12,000-Year-Old Massive Underground Tunnels Stretch From
Scotland To Turkey - Ancient History and Mystery - HTGlobal Media. Over a million
miles of tunnels connect every country and region across Europe, from the Scottish
highlands to the Mediterranean. https://deshinewspost.com/ancient-superhighways/

● Abortion isn’t “reproductive health,” it’s the MURDER of an individual human
being:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-07-10-abortion-isnt-reproductive-health-its-murder.ht
ml

● Hunter Biden lied on a Form 4473 to illegally purchase a gun, a felony punishable by
up to 10 years in prison & a $250K fine. His girlfriend then dumped that gun in the trash
next to a school. He wasn’t even arrested.

● U.S. airstrike killed Maher al-Agal, a top ISIS leader in Syria, on Tuesday ahead of
Biden's trip to the Middle East.
https://www.centcom.mil/MEDIA/PRESS-RELEASES/Press-Release-View/Article/3089
938/strike-conducted-in-syria/fbclid/strike-conducted-in-syria/

● Joe Biden’s 2018 involvement in Hunter Biden’s finances. The company is Owasco
LLC - which served as an influence operation by the Bidens on behalf of the Chinese.
https://twitter.com/crabcrawler1/status/1546650264966397952?s=21&t=xmjJsqPNJRbp2
GAz0DcQ9w

● The Storm Rider on Military Ops Fall of the Cabal: It's becoming more and more
evident the fall of the world Deep State is taking place and we are inside the Storm!

● The destruction of the Georgia Guild Stones which were under 24 hour surveillance
was destroyed by bombs and the full video has disappeared from the security company.
Hours later the Guild Stones were fully dismantled using heavy machinery.

● The fall of the Deep State UK government: as Military ops stand by in assistance,
White Hat FBI raid/retrieve computers/hard drives/servers inside the Royal government
as several cabinet members resign and several operations took place through London in
the early hours before Prime Minister Boris Johnson resigned.

● Operation London Bridge is falling down in full effect as the majesty regimen plans for
the announcement of the Queens Death to be revealed which leads to a newly installed
government by the people.

● In 2021 the UK had 22 Trillion in Gold delivered by the U.S. military from Cheyenne
mountains military base operations.

● Data is reportedly sent out from CERN via the LHCOPN to 11 “Tier 1” academic
institutions in Asia, Europe (Vatican) and North America via dedicated 10 Gbit/s links.
Translation: orders are sent out from CIA Headquarters beneath Lake Geneva to 11 CIA
substations around the world, one of which is located in Langley, Virginia. More than 150
“Tier 2” institutions are subsequently connected to the CIA’s 11 “Tier 1.”

● Vatican underground DUMBs were connected to CERN Super Computer: The
Vatican Tunnels over 1000 years old, housed two Supercomputers that connected the
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world wide money laundering system to the CIA 4rth Reich regimen/ Jesuits/ Rothschilds
/Rockefellers families. This was a digital money laundering system that connected to
Asia, US and all of Europe.

● Two different fires broke out through Vatican City. Some reports say three areas, but
Mainstream Media only reports one fire with conflicting reports.

● Assassination of Prime Minister of Japan who knew all the full reports and handed
over servers and computers to Military operations that exposed the truth of Fukushima
Event and planned invasion of China through Events in North Korean, Russia, Taiwan,
Japan and US. (Russia and Taiwan declined to be in the Bush/Obama planned intent).
Sources report the Prime Minister was in close contact with Trump. Was his death fake/
planned/ a message?

● The fall of Sri Lanka (major plans were slated to use Sri Lanka as a Beta testing ground
to see a regiment fall and quickly rebuild through gold backed NESARA/ GESARA
digital currency).

● Lebanon currently in media BLACKOUTS. Military Operations were happening
throughout the country that were connected to arrests and fall of Deep State generals.

● The Kazarian Mafia and governments through Estonia, Israel, Sri Lanka, UK and
Ireland have fallen.

● The largest Kazarian Mafia regimes in the US, France, Canada and Italy are in
current Military Operations of collapse.

● France was falling as the Macron crime syndicate regime started jumping ship.
Macron was abandoning his position as criminal investigation into him have begun.

● The US Biden regime was in free fall as more mainstream media turned against him.
The Washington Post and New York Times were red pilling the liberals and questioning
his authority and the whole administration.

● Hunter Biden’s laptop and phone leaks hit world stage as MSM News reports on Biden
and questions the US Presidency.

● Europe was in full collapse as markets crash and small banks close, while the
Mainstream Media begins to report on the Recession.

● Putin summed up the world situation as “the beginning of the fundamental collapse of
the American-style world order…of the transition from liberal globalist American
egocentrism to a truly multipolar world.”

O. White Hat Intel:

● WATCH THE WATERS was a double meaning message from Q.
● In one way Q knew the Deep State was going to use HAARP to kill people and bring

in Climate Change through CHAOS and destruction through weather. The Deep State
final cards kept the charade going: cover up pandemic, exposure of stolen election,
confusion.



● On the other hand Q knew flooding the tunnels was essential and kept the OPS.
CONTROLLED with no Innocent civilians killed/or minimal.

● When the Deep State used HAARP and weather modification weapons (FLOODS) they
killed intentionality in their black OPS. for maximum effect and destroyed innocent lives,
homes and communities. But at the same [THEY] were putting themselves in jeopardy in
the hands of crime/CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY.

● Each event created by the CABAL Deep State brought out the sleeper agents, crooked
politicians, military INTEL, scientist, ext.ect in all countries across the world. It was
exposure, shining light in the dark.

● White Hat Military watched and saw the crimes committed.
● The last part of WATCH the Waters is a NUCLEAR EVENT (NK) Scare Event

necessary.
● The CIA has finally admitted to having military personal in Ukraine and training

groups and soldiers and Ukraine Nazis for war against RUSSIA and for creating proxy
wars with East UKRAINE sectors over the past 8 years .

● As Russia was planning to release the documents and footage of CIA training
facilities and training operations through Ukraine. The Pentagon panicked and
released the story first... portraying the CIA as Heros training Ukraine MILITARY forces.

● What isn't told in the CIA released documents is CIA had been training OUN
Ukrainian West Nazi FORCES since 1950 and covered up the extractions of the Nazis
leaders in west Ukraine who never faced War crimes or Nuremberg trials and was
deliberately silenced from the Nuremberg trials from talking about the West UKRAINE
financed backed German Hitler> Prescott Bush > ROCKEFELLERS Third Reich regime
from EXPOSING the OPERATIONS of creating NAZI regimen in west Ukraine.

● The new documents and mainstream Media story is painting CIA as Heros.
● Prediction: $10.00 a gallon gas prices coming.
● They want to stop gas cars and consumers from buying cars that run on gas. It would be

easier to control humans where they go and digitally turn off cars.
● They are creating Climate Wars (weather patents and weather control was made in the

late 1800s and has been SUPER developed the past 120 years.)
● This climate war is connected to Afghanistan and what resources lay underneath the

ground there: Lithium.
● There are many reasons to create Climate Wars: Carbon Tax, World of Electric cars

where it’s easier to control humans.
● The Lithium boom rush means trillions in revenues for Deep State Cabal owned

Fortune 500 companies.
● It's not coincidence the same time of the Bio-weapon COVID19 /vaccines

Bio-weapon release. The largest censorship on earth taken place against any person who
speaks up against the lockdown/mandates/ vaccine agenda/ Wuhan Bio-weapon release.



● Now Climate Change was hitting the hardest in 2021. This isn’t coincidence. It’s all
controlled - just as much as the controlled shipping shortage chaos erupting. Civil unrest
erupting. The Perfect Storm erupting.

● It’s not a coincidence that all 500 companies got $500,000,000 million in insurance
payments on their Pandemic Insurance payouts. That happened a year before the
Pandemic began.

● Americans are now over buying (according to Mainstream Media) and more Mega
shipping cargos are stalling across the world and isn't being reported by media.

● Deep State Hollywood actor Kevin Spacey who has close ties with Bill Clinton and
Jeffrey Epstein, narrowly missed prosecution for sexual abuse in the US, but was now
facing the same charges in the UK.

P. Underground Tunnels:

● A German broadcast discussed discovery of 600 dead babies.
● Last October a large Military operation took place in Five Finger Lakes in the U.S.

where a large portion of underground tunnels and Sub-tunnels are located. They ran thru
the East Coast into Canadian territories.

● Some two hundred Soldiers were killed fighting in the underground tunnels. Black hats
trapped the soldiers and exploded the underground base and Tunnel line in the different
areas connecting to Five-finger lakes.

● Since this event last year the current operations have been destroying the
TUNNELS at faster and massive unprecedented levels. MOST of the NEW operations
don't go into the tunnels but give WARNINGs through robotics that travel the
TUNNELS. Word is that if the Deep State bases and commands don't surrender, there is
no second chance for surrender and everything is destroyed.

● Hugh Hefner’s Playboy Mansion in LA was a CIA and Mossad Institution that
housed underground tunnels connected to other locations including the Getty Museum. It
was part of a Child Sex Pedophilia Ring of Hollywood Pedowood and Adrenochrome
Junkies. To his death Hefner was CIA/ Mossad Agent along with Epstein. Since the 70s
Hefner helped set up Honey Pot traps (tapes of sexually explicit acts) on influential
people.

Q. Must Watch Videos:

● Tues. 12 July Situation Update:
https://rumble.com/v1c1pg7-situation-update-71222.html

● Mon. 11 July Situation Update: Situation Update: Russia & China Amassing Troops In
Central & S. America! Global Militaries Positioning! Nanotech In Soil! Evil Eugenicist
Gates Buying Up Farm Land! - We The People News | Opinion - Conservative | Before
It's News (beforeitsnews.com)

https://rumble.com/v1c1pg7-situation-update-71222.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/07/situation-update-russia-china-amassing-troops-in-central-s-america-global-militaries-positioning-nanotech-in-soil-evil-eugenicist-gates-buying-up-farm-land-we-the-people-news-3635038.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/07/situation-update-russia-china-amassing-troops-in-central-s-america-global-militaries-positioning-nanotech-in-soil-evil-eugenicist-gates-buying-up-farm-land-we-the-people-news-3635038.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/07/situation-update-russia-china-amassing-troops-in-central-s-america-global-militaries-positioning-nanotech-in-soil-evil-eugenicist-gates-buying-up-farm-land-we-the-people-news-3635038.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/07/situation-update-russia-china-amassing-troops-in-central-s-america-global-militaries-positioning-nanotech-in-soil-evil-eugenicist-gates-buying-up-farm-land-we-the-people-news-3635038.html


● Mon. 11 July: Explosive! Dr. Ardis: Nicotine - The New Vaccine for COVID-19 (Video)
| Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)

● Mon. 11 July: X22 Report: Trump Sends Message! Crimes Against Humanity! House Of
Cards! Pain! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News
(beforeitsnews.com)

● Mon. 11 July: Michael Jaco: Macron of France Will Resign as Dominos Fall at a Faster
Pace Sri Lanka, England, Who’s Next? (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News
(beforeitsnews.com)

R. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two
multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr.
Colin Ross – Robert David Steele
Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice -
YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped,
tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed
herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic
Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc’s CIA, Queen
Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on
down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this
same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process
of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the
world. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, “These people are sick.”

S. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the
request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture
and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists
implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff’s offices and all the way up to the Attorney
General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally
organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.

There’s certainly no help from US or other nation’s government agencies, including the FBI or
CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual
abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or
international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why
local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with

https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/explosive-dr-ardis-nicotine-the-new-vaccine-for-covid-19-video-3776419.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/explosive-dr-ardis-nicotine-the-new-vaccine-for-covid-19-video-3776419.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/07/x22-report-trump-sends-message-crimes-against-humanity-house-of-cards-pain-must-video-3635036.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/07/x22-report-trump-sends-message-crimes-against-humanity-house-of-cards-pain-must-video-3635036.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/07/x22-report-trump-sends-message-crimes-against-humanity-house-of-cards-pain-must-video-3635036.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/michael-jaco-macron-of-france-will-resign-as-dominos-fall-at-a-faster-pace-sri-lanka-england-whos-next-video-3776412.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/michael-jaco-macron-of-france-will-resign-as-dominos-fall-at-a-faster-pace-sri-lanka-england-whos-next-video-3776412.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/michael-jaco-macron-of-france-will-resign-as-dominos-fall-at-a-faster-pace-sri-lanka-england-whos-next-video-3776412.html
https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4


the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth
certificates, or identification.

T. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of
human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within these
organizations:

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-o
f-human-trafficking

FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300

Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov.

National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888.

U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form

Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/

Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/

Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/

Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end

US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678

Contact Interpol: https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help

Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime

EU Hotlines:
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-hotlines_en

Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers:
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/

UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form
https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/
http://www.calledtorescue.org/
https://ourrescue.org/
https://savinginnocence.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end
https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-hotlines_en
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
https://trafficking.help/us/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/actionline


U. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about
the Children

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and traumatized
children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite Perpetrators could
supposedly gain power and rule the world.

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to
pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking
Ring run by these global elites.

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from
Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right
next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives
to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32
mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs

V. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and
articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing
truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was
rampant in our international society.

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do
their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several
Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate
a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments.

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the
exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my
humanitarian project organized and going.

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you
how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever.

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown;
to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady
who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the
underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel
on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts
and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the
power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy

Updates for the Week Prior:

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 12, 2022

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of July 11, 2022

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 11, 2022

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 10, 2022

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 9, 2022

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 8, 2022

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of July 7, 2022

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 6, 2022

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 6, 2022

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of July 5, 2022

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 5, 2022

https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/12/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-july-11-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/11/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-11-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/10/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-10-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/09/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-9-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/08/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-8-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/07/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-july-7-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/07/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-6-2022-2/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/06/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-6-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/05/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-july-5-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/05/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-5-2022/

